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1. A review of experimental methods and results for determining hydrogen
fuel quality for automotive use
1.1

Scientific summary

Hydrogen fuel quality is a major issue for commercialization of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles. The presence
of contaminants in hydrogen fuel may become a major issue for both stationary as well as traction
applications. Even trace impurities can have either reversible, partially reversible of irreversible effects
on fuel cell vehicle performance.
In this paper, hydrogen contamination studies for determining hydrogen fuel quality for automotive use
ISO 14687-2:2012 are comprehensively and critically reviewed. The focus of this study is on both effects
of impurities as well as experimental methodology used in the studies. Recommendations for further
research efforts are given as conclusions.

1.2

Introduction

Hydrogen fuel quality is one of the main issues for the large scale commercialization of fuel cell electric
vehicles (FCEV). If levels for the contaminants in hydrogen fuel quality are not defined optimally, this will
have negative impact on the FCEV commercialization. Too-high levels of contaminants would have a
negative impact on the the efficiency and lifetime of FCEV. On the other hand, too-low levels of
contaminants would increase the cost of purification and even more importantly, the cost of quality
assurance (QA).
Currently, there is an accepted standard for hydrogen fuel quality for automotive applications (ISO
14687-2:2012), which defines both the acceptable limits for impurities and the methods for hydrogen
quality assurance (QA). Hydrogen fuel quality issues have been discussed in the papers of Aprea
(2014).
The effect of hydrogen fuel contaminants have been studied extensively, and these works have been
published in review papers (Zamel and Li, 2011; Cheng et al., 2007; Du, Pollard, Elter and Ramani,
2009). However, these review papers do not focus on the hydrogen fuel quality for automotive
applications. In addition, critical and comparative analysis of the literature data and applied experimental
methods has not been done.
Based on the analysis, recommendations are made for filling knowledge gaps both in developing
suitable experimental research methods and determining the contaminant levels.

1.3

Experimental research for determining limits in ISO 14687-2:2012

The current standard (ISO 14687-2:2012) for hydrogen fuel for road vehicles was accepted in 2012. The
following table lists some of the studies, which were used for the determination of the contaminant limits
in the standard. Some earlier research studies have also been included. What is striking is the wide
variability in catalyst loading, condition and operating mode.
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Current conditions
Type of
pollutant

concentration

Catalyst
loading

CO

100ppm

Pt
1 mg cm-2

CO

CO

CO

0.52 ppm

Potentiostatic

0.5Acm-2

Pt
A : 0.4 mg.cm -2
C : 0.4 mg.cm -2

0.2 ppm

Pt
A: 0.05 mg.cm -2
C: 0.4 mg cm-2

0.2 ppm

Pt
A: 0.1 mg.cm-2
C: 0.3 mg.cm-2

Galvanostatic

Yes, current
unknown

1 Acm-2

0.6 V

Dynamic
profile
cycle On/off

Conditions
temprature

humidity

mode

80°C

100%

Open end

60°C

100%

80°C

60°C

A: 100%
C: 50%

1 ppm
CO

5 ppm
10 ppm

Pt
A: 0.3 mgcm -2
C: 0.3 mg.cm-2

1 A cm-2

80 °C

A: 77°C
C: 70°C

Performances

60% loss after
125 min

Dead end
(purge
2s/45s)

4.3 % loss
after 75 h

Open end

3.6 % loss
after 100h
(2% loss with
pure H2)

Open end

8% loss in 30
h

Open end
IV curve:
Uf: 70%
10 hrs test
Uf: 17%

0 % (IV curve)
3.5% loss after
10 h
0.9 % (IV
curve); 3.5%
loss after 10 h
Break down
(IV curve)

References

Oetjen, ECS, 1996,
3838
Benesch R, Salman S,
Jacksier T, The effect of
fuel and
oxidant contaminants on
the performance of PEM
fuel cells.
In: WHEC 16, Lyon,
France; 2006.
Hashimasa,
International Work Shop
on the Effect of Fuel &
Air Quality to the
Performance of Fuel
Cells, September
10,2009
J.G. Goodwin, Jr.
2011 U.S. DOE
Hydrogen Program
Annual
Merit Review and Peer
Evaluation

Japan Automobile
Research Institute
20. April 2004
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-1.1% (IV
curve)

0.5 A cm-2

CO

2 ppm

Pt : 0.4 mg.cm -2
(A/C not
specified)

CO

1 ppm

Pt
A: 0.4 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2

1 A cm -2
(regeneration
cycle every 12
hrs by A.B

60 °C

A: 100%
C: 50%

1 A cm -2

60°C

A: 100%
C: 50%

Open-end,
Pressure:
A:7psig, C:
7psig.
St: A: 2, C:
2
Open end,
Pressure A
and C: 48.3
kPag

60°C

Pt
A: 0.4 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2

CO

A: 100%
C: 50%

Open-end,
Pressure:
A:7psig, C:
7psig.
St: A: 2, C:
2

A: 77°C
C: 50°C

Uf: 17%

70°C

1ppm
1 A cm

-2

7 ppm

80°C

20 ppm

H2S

2 ppm

1 Acm-2

SO2

HCOOH

80 °C

25 mV(3%)
loss after 1000
hrs at 0.8
A.cm -2

Angelo et al, ECS
transactions, 16(2) 669
(2008)

175 mV loss
after 55hrs

Bender et al, J. Power
Sources, 193 (2009)
713-722.

185 mV loss
after 100 hrs
32 mV loss
after 100 hrs
15 mV loss
after 100 hrs
197 mV loss
after 100 hrs
393 mV loss
after 100 hrs
Start of
decrease after
3hrs, 60% loss
after 4hrs)

2 ppm

Pt
A: 0.4 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2
Pt

0.8 Acm -2

80 °C

Imamura, Hashimasa
ECS transactions, 11, 1,
853 (2007)
Zhai et al, J.
electrochem Soc. 157
(2010) B20
Zhai et al, ECS
Transactions 16 (2) 873
(2008)

Dealing with pollution in the air and the cathode side

100 ppm

Thampan et al Mater.
Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
885 Warrendale, PA,
2006

A:100 %
C: 75 %

Open end ,
stoichio: 2
(A and C)

-30 mV (100
hrs)
0 % loss in

Molter, 2010 DOE
Hydrogen Program, May
9 2011
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-2

HCOH

5 ppm

CH3COH

30 ppm

A: 0.1 mg.cm
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2
Pt
A: 0.1 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2
Pt
A: 0.1 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2

100 hrs

0.8 Acm -2

80 °C

A:100 %
C: 75 %

0.8 Acm -2

80 °C

A:100 %
C: 75 %

80 °C

A: 100%
C: 50%

80 °C

A:100 %
C: 75 %

C7H8

C6H6

CH3Cl

60 ppm

Pt
A: 0.4 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2

1 A.cm

19 ppm

Pt
A: 0.1 mg.cm-2
C: 0.4 mg.cm-2

0.8 Acm -2

0.2ppm CO
4 ppb H2S
1 ppm NH3
0.2 ppm
HCOOH
mixture

Yes, current
not specified.

Not specified

2ppm CO
20 ppm C7H8

0 %loss in 100
hrs
-30 mV (100
hrs)

No observable
degradation

80 °C

A:75 %
C: 25 %

Thampan et al Mater.
Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.
885 Warrendale, PA,
2006

0 % in 50 hrs

0 % in 150 hrs

1 ppm CO
20 ppb H2S
5 ppm NH3
1 ppm
HCOOH
10 ppm C6H6

Mixture

-2

Open end ,
stoichio: 2
(A and C)
Open end ,
stoichio: 2
(A and C)
Open-end,
Pressure:
A:7psig, C:
7psig.
St: A: 2, C:
2
Open end ,
stoichio: 2
(A and C)

Open end ,
stoichio:
A:1.2;C:2.0

Molter, 2010 DOE
Hydrogen Program, May
9 2011

-60 mV in 100
hrs

Pt : 0.4 mg.cm
(A/C not
specified)

-2

1 A cm -2

60 °C

A: 100%
C: 50%

Open-end,
Pressure:
A:7psig, C:
7psig.
St: A: 2, C:
2

340 mV loss
after 50 hrs
(stady state)

Dorn et al, ECS
transactions, 16 (2),
659 (2008)
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Mechanistical study on the loss of proton diffusion with a PFSA membrane (Nafion211) polluted with NH3
performance while utilization in a fuel cell

no numerical on the loss of

NH3
Deal with a new method (based on esterification) to evaluate the proton conductivity loss of a nafion membrane polluted with ammonia

Hongsirikarn et al,
Journal of Power
sources 195 (2010)3038
Hongsirikarn, Mo,
Goodwin J. Power
Sources 195 (2010)
3416
Hongsirikarn, Mo,
Goodwin J. Power
Sources 195 (2010)
5493
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1.4

The needs for the development of experimental methods and gaps in the
knowledge of contaminants

When the current standard (ISO 14687-2:2012) was accepted, it was clear that there were still
knowledge gaps in the development of experimental methods and more data was needed on a number
of important topics. The research issues identified by Ohi (2007) are still objects of interest in the field. In
addition, there are number of other additional issues, discussed in the following Chapters.
1.4.1

The effect of recirculation (anode operation mode)

The anode side can be operated in different ways in laboratory fuel cell systems and commercial
applications. Therefore, the contaminants can be enriched in different ways. The problem of anode side
operation mode is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Anode side operation in different applications using pure hydrogen as fuel. a) Open anode
mode with single pass b) Dead-end with purge c) Recirculation with purge.

Due to the problem of water accumulation in the channels, sufficient linear flow velocity must be
maintained in the gas channels (Anderson, et al., 2010) or water should be removed by anode gas purge
(Yu, et al., 2009; Dehn, Woehr and Heinzel, 2011).
The requirement of sufficient linear flow velocity for removing the water cannot be reached in open
anode mode with high fuel utilisation, because hydrogen is consumed along the channels and flow
velocity is reduced in the end of the cell.
When linear flow velocity is too low in the anode, there will be water accumulation, which causes uneven
flow between the channels, and uneven current distribution at the end of the cell (Pérez, Ihonen, Sousa
and Mendes, 2013) and fuel starvation (Kim, et al., 2014).
When hydrogen purge is applied in dead-end or recirculation mode, there is loss of hydrogen. Therefore,
there will be different hydrogen utilisation rates and correspondingly different enrichment ratios of inert
gases and contaminants. The amount of purged hydrogen and the enrichment ratio depend on operation
conditions and purge (Nikiforow, Karimäki, Keränen and Ihonen, 2013).
When different impurities are studied, the choice of operation mode may have different levels of
importance. If impurity is strongly adsorbing and is passing the cell, then the open anode mode could
possibly be used.
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However, it should be noted that an increase in flow velocity may change the adsorption and increase
the slip of the contaminant, so that a large percentage of the contaminant passes the cell without
adsorption (Pérez, et al., 2014). In addition, the change of single pass to recirculation operation mode
has been shown to have a significant effect on the contamination process of strongly adsorbing
hydrogen sulphide (Matsuda, et al., 2009).
1.4.2

The effect of fuel utilisation

The total fuel utilisation will determine the contaminant enrichment ratio. For different gases the
enrichment may be different due to adsorption, reactivity, permeability through the membrane and
dissolution in the anode water (Matsuda, et al., 2009).
The fuel utilisation per pass in a recirculation system can affect the contamination dynamics, because
the flow velocity will affect the contaminant concentration in the beginning of the contamination process
(Pérez, et al., 2014).
1.4.3

The acceptable level of performance drop

When contaminant measurements have been performed, there have not been unified criteria for the
acceptable voltage or current drop. In a number of studies in the literature, the voltage drop has been
several hundred millivolts (Zamel and Li, 2011; Cheng, et al., 2007).
When inert gas accumulation has been considered, the voltage drop has been between 3 mV and 24 mV
in modelling studies and experimental work (Ahluwalia and Wang, 2007; Nikiforow, Karimäki, Keränen
and Ihonen, 2013).
When the optimum CO level was modelled, the acceptable steady state cell voltage drop has been
considered to be few tens of mV (Ahluwalia and Wang, 2008). In the experimental work of Pérez et al.
(2014), 50 mV was the criteria to stop the measurement.
The acceptable voltage drop should be such that FCEV can operate safely and maintaining acceptable
efficiency and durability. With the knowledge of the authors, a suitable criterion for the average voltage
drop is 20-50 mV, while the weakest cell could experience a voltage drop of up to 100 mV.
1.4.4

The duration of the measurements

Almost all measurements in the literature have been performed with the time scale of or tens of hours or
more. Typically, the measurements have been performed until steady-state has been reached or there
was a very large voltage drop (Benesch, Salman and Jacksier, 2006; Barrio, Hasanov, de Souza and
Starr, 2007; Besancon, et al., 2009; Colon-Mercado, 2010).
The use of continuous steady-state measurements for the FCEV is questionable, as there are processes
during start and stop (S/S) that will affect the contamination dynamics. In addition, as FCEVs use
different hydrogen refuelling stations, the hydrogen quality will be different almost each time.
The maximum duration of the measurement should correspond to the time needed to use up a full
hydrogen tank in an FCEV. Currently, the hydrogen storage in passenger FCEVs is expected to be 4-6
kg for a vehicle with 100 kW PEMFC system.
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If full power (e.g. 1.5 Acm-2) is applied, then the hydrogen in the tanks of FCEV is consumed within one
hour. If the FCEV is used at constant low partial load (20 %, 0.2 Acm-2), then maximum continuous
operation is 5-8 hours.
If full power is applied, then the operating conditions of the stack (temperature, humidity) will also be
different from regular use. The expected operating temperature will be higher due to the heat rejection
requirement, while the relative humidity of both anode and cathode would be decreased. For the
estimation of the real operation condition, field data from FCEVs is urgently needed.
The duration of measurement period can be different for reversible and irreversible (strongly adsorbing)
contaminants. For strongly adsorbing contaminants (e.g., sulphur) the quantification of desorption during
S/S is very important, and therefore long steady-state measurements may not be useful for the
determination of ISO 14687-2:2012 limits.
1.4.5

The importance of average load (current)

The average current during the measurement defines the hydrogen consumption. Therefore, the molar
rate of contaminants entering the cell/stack will depend on the current level. The larger amount of
contaminants can be adsorbed (and enriched) in the same time when current and hydrogen
consumption are higher.
On the other hand, it has been shown by Bender, Angelo, Bethune and Rocheleau (2013) that high CO
levels (2 ppm) cause relatively small voltage drops at low (0.2 Acm-2) current densities. On a practical
level, this means that a PEMFC system could possibly be operated with low (<20 % nominal) power
even when highly CO-contaminated fuel is used.
1.4.6

The effect of start and stop (S/S)

The effect of S/S is of crucial importance, especially for CO oxidation by oxygen permeating from the
cathode through the membrane. This process is generally referred to as internal air bleed.
During a longer shut-down, there the remaining hydrogen on the anode side will be consumed and a
slow diffusion of oxygen from the atmosphere to the anode will occur via the cathode and through the
membrane. This oxygen will eventually oxidise CO from the surface. The time needed for this process is
strongly dependent on PEMFC system design and operation.
The effect of a shorter S/S is unclear. During a short S/S there will be a consumption of hydrogen in
anode GDL and channels. Therefore, hydrogen concentration on the anode catalyst surface as well as
temperature, will be reduced. Whether these changes can improve the poor selectivity of internal air
bleed for CO oxidation is still an open question.
1.4.7

The importance of concentration levels

In the literature, most studies have been performed with concentration levels that were one or two orders
of magnitude larger than in the ISO 14687-2:2012 standard.
For reversible contaminants, the contaminant levels of ISO 14687-2:2012 standard could be used, as the
effect is measurable in a few tens of hours even with high anode catalyst loadings.
For reversible contaminants (most importantly, CO), some have been performed with concentration
levels (sub-ppm for CO) that are close to the ones in the ISO 14687-2:2012 standard (Angelo, Bethune
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and Rocheleau, 2010; Bender, et al., 2009; Bender, Angelo, Bethune and Rocheleau; Benesch, Salman
and Jacksier, 2006; Besancon, et al., 2009; Colon-Mercado, 2010; Imamura, et al.,2007; Knights, et al,
2011; Pérez et al., 2014). However, these studies have been done in single-pass conditions (open
anode) and without S/S effects.
For irreversible contaminants, (most importantly, H2S), only a few studies have been performed with
concentration levels close to or the same as the ones in the ISO 14687-2:2012 standard (Rockward,
Davey, Fernandez and Garzon, 2010).
This is an understandable approach, as measurements with very low levels of, for example, H2S are very
expensive, and in these measurements the other factors affecting the performance degradation can be
in the same order of magnitude as performance degradation due to H2S contamination.
The poisoning and performance recovery processes depend on a number of factors. The impact of
concentration may not be linear. The use of large concentrations of pollutants may be relevant to study
the pollution mechanism. However, using concentration of impurities close to the one proposed in the
standard is also useful to validate the pollution mechanism.
1.4.8

The load (current) profile on the measurements

As discussed earlier, the average load determines the molar flow rate of contaminants to the anode side.
The effect of the load profile is more complex.
Most of the experiments presented in literature are made under steady state conditions. However, it is
known that the voltage of the electrode (induced by the current profile) has a strong effect on the
adsorption and the desorption rate of the impurities, especially sulphur (Imamura and Matsuda, 2011).
The effect of the current profile may have importance for both reversible (e.g., CO) and irreversible
impurities. There have been no comparative studies with the same fuel utilisation and average load, but
different load profiles. These measurements would be needed to estimate the need for using a load
profile in the contamination studies.
When different load profiles are applied, they also affect water management, which further complicates
the interpretation of data even when contaminants are not studied (Bloom, et al., 2013)
When discussing the use of a load profile, it is important to mimic the real hybridised PEMFC system.
When a PEMFC system is hybridised, there is practically no operation with idle conditions, as auxiliary
components of both PEMFC system and car always consume a minimum amount of power. Therefore,
the minimum power of the PEMFC system is a low percentage of nominal power. Consequently, this
should be taken into account when defining load profiles.
1.4.9

The importance of cell operating conditions (temperature, humidity, pressure)

The measurement conditions have a strong effect on the contamination process. This applies especially
to CO (Murthy, Esayian, Lee and Van Zee, 2003).
The beneficial effect of temperature is clear for CO (Murthy, Esayian, Lee and Van Zee, 2003). The
reasons for this effect are increased desorption of CO and increased electrochemical oxidation. The
increase in temperature also increases oxygen permeability of the membrane (Kocha, Yang and Jung,
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2006) and therefore internal air bleed is increased. On the other hand, the selectivity for CO oxidation
may be decreased, similarly to external air bleed (Rajala, 2014).
The effect of humidity is less clear. Humidity affects the gas permeability and internal air bleed. The
beneficial effect of the pressure is mostly due to increased internal air bleed (Murthy, Esayian, Lee and
Van Zee, 2003).
1.4.10

The analysis of recirculated or exit gas

Exhaust gas analysis has only been applied in less than 15 studies, even if it has been shown that some
of the most important contaminants can pass through the cell (CO, H2S) and desorb during cell
operation, as shown by Imamura, et al. (2007).
Exhaust gas analysis has not been applied systemically during operation and start-up/shut-down to
identify desorption of contaminants during different operation modes.
The most studied components have been CO/CO2 and H2S/SO2. However, the detection levels of
contaminants have been too large in most of the studies for the identification of early pass-through. The
relevant levels for CO/CO2 and H2S/SO2 are in the levels of tens of ppb, which have not been measured.
Measurement of impurities or inert gas accumulation in the recirculation loop has been applied in only a
few studies (Karimäki, et al., 2011; Nikiforow, Karimäki, Keränen and Ihonen, 2013; Matsuda et al.,
2009).
If recirculated gas is analysed, then this may work as purge/bleed if the analysed gas is consumed
(Matsuda et al., 2009) or replaced by inert gas (Koski, Pérez and Ihonen, 2014). The smaller the cell
size, the larger the effect on fuel utilisation will be. When sensors can be used, as for humidity and
hydrogen, then measurement does not change the gas composition.
The recirculated or exit gas analysis is also important when studying the reactivity of the contaminants.
In the study of Imamura and Matsuda (2007), mostly H2S was detected at the anode exit, even if SO2
was used as contaminant. In the study of Martinez-Rodriguez et al. (2011) tetrachloroetylene was
efficiently converted to other (unknown) products.
1.4.11

The importance of anode catalyst loading (catalyst aging)

Most of the CO research has been done with catalysts used in PEMFC, which use reformate fuel. These
catalyst are alloys based on Pt (e.g. PtRu) and used with too-high loadings ( 0.4 mgcm-2) which is
different from automotive applications. For automotive applications, anode catalysts are composed of
pure Pt and the preferred anode loading is between 0.05 mg.cm-2 and 0.1 mg.cm-2.
Catalyst loading has a strong effect on voltage degradation and operation dynamics when there is CO in
the hydrogen. This is clearly illustrated in the study of Hashimasa, Matsuda and Akai (2010) for Pt/C
catalyst and by Knights et al. (2011) for PtRu/C catalyst. Theoretically, the effect of catalyst (Pt/C)
loading has been modelled by Ahluwalia and Wang (2008).
The results of Hashimasa, Matsuda and Akai (2010) show a much greater effect on cell voltage than the
modelling of Ahluwalia and Wang (2008) when Pt level is decreased from 0.4 mg.cm-2 to 0.05 mg.cm-2.
However, in the study of Hashimasa, Matsuda and Akai (2010) no recirculation was applied. Therefore,
the results are not directly comparable.
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The effect of catalyst loading has also been studied with H2S as a contaminant (Hashimasa, Matsuda,
Imamura and Akai, 2011). When a constant current measurement was applied, the amount of H2S fed in
to the cell for the same voltage drop was linearly proportional to the catalyst loading.
When high quality hydrogen is used, the Pt loading of the anode can be reduced to 0.05 mgcm-2 without
a significant drop in the cell performance. This was shown first by Gasteiger, Panels and Yan (2004) and
later quantified more accurately by Neyerlin, Gu, Jorne and Gasteiger, (2007). It seems that the
reduction of Pt loading is limited by the hydrogen quality and possibly also by CO2 permeation from the
cathode.
The anode catalyst loading does not always have a discernible effect on the contamination process. In
the case of ammonium, Hashimasa, Matsuda, Imamura and Akai (2011) did not find a relationship
between anode catalyst loading and ammonium contamination. However, they found that cathode
loading has importance, indicating that ammonium in hydrogen also has contamination effect on the
cathode (cross-contamination).
The effect of catalyst aging on CO tolerance has been discussed by Tabata, Yamazaki, Shintaku and
Oomori (2009). They noticed that it can be problematic to distinguish between catalyst degradation and
gas diffusion layer degradation (increased flooding).
1.4.12

The importance of gas permeation through the membrane (membrane thickness,
aging)

In PEMFC the membrane is permeable for gases (Kocha, Yang and Jung, 2006). The permeability data
is available for at least hydrogen (Kocha, Yang and Jung, 2006; Matsuda, et al., 2009 ), oxygen (Baik,
Hong and Kim, 2013), nitrogen (Baik and Kim, 2011), carbon dioxide (Ma, Odgaard and Skou, 2007),
sulphur dioxide (Brosha, Rockward, Uribe and Garzon, 2010) and helium (Matsuda, et al., 2009).
Membrane permeability for hydrogen is greater than for oxygen or nitrogen (Kocha, Yang and Jung,
2006). However, if water solubility of the component is high, then permeability is also high, as shown for
carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide (Ma, Odgaard and Skou, 2007; Brosha, Rockward, Uribe and
Garzon, 2010).
1.4.13

The importance of inert gas accumulation

Almost all of the studies in the literature have been performed using stoichiometric mode, in which there
is no significant inert gas accumulation in the channels and cells. When a commercial fuel cell system is
operated, there will be inert gas enrichment to the levels of several percent or even tens of percent,
depending on the fuel quality, membrane permeability and hydrogen purge rate (Ahluwalia and Wang,
2007; Nikiforow, et al., 2013).
When there is a significant amount of inert gases in the recirculation loop, contaminants can have
different effects, as shown by Bhatia and Wang (2004), who showed that the effect of CO is multiplied
when there is significant dilution of hydrogen by nitrogen.
There is no consensus which level of inert gas accumulation is best for optimum efficiency, even when
the effect of CO is not discussed. Nikiforow, Karimäki, Keränen and Ihonen (2013) have shown that the
effect of inert gas accumulation on cell voltage is about twice as large as the value calculated using
Nernst equation, which indicates clear mass transfer losses on the anode side.
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1.4.14

The importance of cross-contamination from cathode

When the effect of fuel quality is studied, the air quality should be controlled and it should be comparable
to the air quality in real PEMFC systems. The issue of air quality has also been reviewed by Zamel and
Li (2011) as well as Cheng, et al. (2007).
PSFI membrane permeability for sulphur dioxide is very high, probably due to high solubility of SO2 in
water (Brosha, Rockward, Uribe and Garzon, 2010).
One of the main issues on the air side is sulphur. If there is any sulphur in the cathode air, some of it can
be diffused on the anode. Cross-contamination by sulphur and sulphur permeability has been studied in
a few papers (Brosha, Rockward, Uribe and Garzon, 2010; Zhai, et al., 2011). On the other hand, a part
of the sulphur from the contaminated anode may exit via the membrane and cathode. This adds
additional challenges for sulphur balance measurements in contamination studies.
Due to the possibility of anode sulphur contamination via cathode, the low limit (4 ppb) for sulphur
compounds in ISO 14687-2:2012 seems unreasonable. However, the relative importance of membrane
permeability for anode catalyst sulphur contamination and recovery requires more effort. This is not only
for defining the limits of ISO 14687-2:2012, but also for defining the correct air quality requirements.
St-Pierre, Zhai and Angelo (2014) have recently studied systemically many potential airborne
contaminants and have discussed the probability of cross-contamination.
It has not been discussed if anode side fuel utilisation has importance for cross-contamination from the
cathode. The higher the fuel utilisation, the higher will be the concentration of any contaminant in the
anode loop, including contaminants permeating from the cathode.
1.4.15

The effect of carbon dioxide and RWGS

The carbon dioxide limit of the ISO 14687-2:2012 is 2 ppm. At maximum fuel utilisation level (about
99.8%) this would lead to the level of 1000 ppm in the anode recirculation gas. However, the high
permeability of CO2 in wet conditions (Ma, Odgaard and Skou, 2005) can limit the level of CO2
enrichment because there will be permeation to the cathode.
On the other hand, CO2 from the cathode permeates to the anode as long as the CO2 level on the anode
side is lower than on the cathode. Therefore, there will always be some CO2 on the anode even if the
hydrogen fuel is completely CO2 -free.
The unavoidable existence of CO2 on the anode side means that there can always be formation of CO
via a reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction. The effect of CO2 and the importance of CO formation via
RWGS have been discussed in a number of studies, most of which are reviewed by Du, Pollard, Elter
and Ramani, (2009). According to modelling work of Ahluwalia and Wang (2008), the acceptable level of
CO2 would be two orders of magnitude higher than the limit in ISO 14687-2:2012.
However, the effect of CO2 has not been studied experimentally in the levels relevant to ISO 146872:2012 and not in combination with sub-ppm level of CO. This type of research would require very high
fuel utilisation in order to quantify the accumulated CO2 and CO.
The high permeability of CO2 via membrane means that contamination studies should not be performed
with CO2-free air, as there can be formation of CO via RWGS.
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1.4.16

The effect of multiple contaminants

The combinations of different contaminants have been studied only a few times (e.g. Molter, 2011;
Rockward, et al., 2007). In most of these studies, no motivation was given for selecting the combinations
and levels. In some cases, the maximum levels of ISO 14687-2:2012 have been selected.
However, when hydrogen is mostly produced from methane using steam reforming (SMR) and purified
by pressure swing adsorption (PSA), the probability of contamination combinations is severely limited if
no contamination event occurs in the transport and distribution of hydrogen. It seems that risk
assessment is needed for the determination of the relevant combinations of contaminants.
In the early phase of FCEV commercialisation, a significant part of the hydrogen can be by-product
hydrogen from the chemical industry. For this hydrogen the combinations of contaminants may be
completely different from SMR-PSA.
Due to high permeability of CO2, there will always be some CO2 transfer from the cathode and
consequently all the measurements are multiple contaminant measurements (CO2 and other
contaminants). For the quantification of the CO2 influence on the contamination process, the
measurement of CO2 on the anode side could be applied.
1.4.17

The effect of flow field geometry in the cells

When the effects of contaminants have been studied, different cells have been used. However, the used
cell structures used may have significant effect on the results.
There are recommendations for the single cell in standard IEC/TS 62282-7-1. In addition, in the work of
Hashimasa et al. (2006), different issues related to fuel cell test cell hardware were comprehensively
discussed.
If there are multiple channels in the research cell, then flooding of the channel may take place either on
the anode or on the cathode if linear flow velocity is not sufficiently high all the time (Anderson, et al.,
2010).
Flooding of the channel (formation of slug) or even uneven accumulation of the droplets may create
significant differences between the stoichiometry in different channels. This will make it difficult to
interpret the results as there will be different amounts of contaminants in different channels and channel
flooding will also change the current distribution (Pérez, Ihonen, Sousa and Mendes, 2013). Flooding of
the channel may also cause MEA degradation (Kim, et al., 2014).
For the abovementioned reasons a single channel structure may be recommended for the contamination
studies. This, however, will limit the cell size to about 25 cm2. Even with this relatively small cell size, the
cathode channels must be large, at least 1 mm deep and wide, to avoid unrealistically high pressure
drops.
The large channel size on the cathode will affect cell performance at high current densities, as shown by
Hashimasa et al. (2006) and Goebel (2011). Hashimasa et al. (2006) showed that the channel depth
also has a significant effect on the cell performance, in addition to channel and land widths.
Therefore, the combination of high cell performance in the mass transfer region and low turndown ratio is
difficult, if not impossible, to reach in hydrogen fuel contamination studies.
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If the focus of the research is in the high current region only, then multiple channel cells could be used,
because linear flow velocity is high all the time. However, if current profiles with low current densities are
used, then the use of a single channel flow field is necessary.
The orientation of the cell (co- or counter-flow) will affect the water balance and all the parameters that
are dependent on that. In practical automotive PEMFC systems, the geometry is most probably always
counter-flow as the anode recirculation will be used for the distribution of the water. Therefore, this could
also be recommended in hydrogen fuel contamination studies.
1.4.18

The effect of GDL material through cathode mass transfer (flooding)

The GDL material has a crucial effect on the water management in automotive PEMFC systems. By
choosing the right type of GDL material, water transfer to the anode can be enhanced. The drawback is
that the system becomes more susceptible to flooding of the GDL.
When contamination studies are done, automotive MEAs and GDLs should be used to achieve the most
representative results. However, the high performance operating range of these materials is quite narrow
and optimised for automotive PEMFC systems. In practice, temperature and relative humidity should be
within relative narrow limits to enable stable operation. This seriously limits the possibility of studying the
effect of temperature and humidity on the contamination process.
When automotive type MEAs and GDLs are used, then the changes in current distribution due to
contamination may trigger the problem of cathode flooding due to increased water production and
change of humidity distribution.
1.4.19

The effect of system contaminants and cell degradation products

The effect of system contaminants on catalyst surface area and cell performance can be significant
(Wang, et al., 2014; Opu, et al., 2012). The problem of system contaminants can be significant when the
effects of both reversible and irreversible contaminants are measured, because the effect of system
contaminants can also be either reversible or irreversible.
The longer the duration of the measurements, the more significant the effect of system contaminants ,
especially if high fuel utilisation is applied.
1.4.20

The effect of internal air bleed and risk of unintentional external air bleed

Oxygen diffusion from the cathode, knows as internal air bleed, has a significant effect on the
contamination process, especially for CO oxidation. The effect of internal air bleed is dependent on
temperature, pressure and humidity because the oxygen permeability is dependent on these parameters
(Wang, 2009).
One of the main questions is how much of the CO is oxidised by electrochemical oxidation and how
much by chemical oxidation due to internal air bleed. Electrochemical oxidation is dependent on the
temperature, anode potential and catalyst type (Zhang and Datta, 2003).
Selectivity of internal air bleed for CO oxidation is very low, as most of the oxygen is consumed by
hydrogen oxidation (Alvarez, 2006; Ahluwalia and Wang, 2008). When external air bleed was applied, an
oxygen to carbon monoxide concentration ratio in the range of one hundred was needed to mitigate the
effect of CO when Pt was used as anode catalyst. Slightly less was needed for PtRu as a catalyst
(Rajala, 2013).
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One of the open issues is the effect of temperature on the selectivity. In one external air bleed study it
was noted that more air was needed for the same recovery of performance when the temperature was
increased (Rajala, 2013). This indicates that selectivity for CO oxidation is reduced when the
temperature is increased. However, the result is valid only for PtRu as a catalyst and for external air
bleed.
Unintentional external air bleed can occur due to oxygen dissolved in anode humidifier water. For
example, in Helsinki municipal water the amount of oxygen is 15 mg/dm3. This would lead oxygen
content of up to 10 ppm in hydrogen fuel, which is sufficient to affect sub-ppm CO contamination
measurements. If a test station applies a periodic drain of humidifier water, the resulting oxygen
concentration in hydrogen fuel can be hundreds of ppm.
1.4.21

The effect of long conditioning before the experiment

In some of the literature studies the cell is operated a long time, even tens of hours, before the
measurements are performed (Molter, 2011; Reshetenko, Bethune and Rochelau, 2012). During this
conditioning period there can be either clean-up of the catalyst surfaces or pre-contamination of the
electrodes by CO, if there is any CO in the hydrogen. If long conditioning is used, then the control of
hydrogen quality becomes more important.
The effect of CO is not visible in the relatively high surface coverage levels if CO is evenly distributed.
However, the adsorbed CO reduces the available surface area for the adsorption of the studied
contaminant and therefore influences the contamination process.
In longer experiments with high fuel utilisation, CO2 enrichment and the formation of CO via RWGS
should also be estimated. Otherwise, the experiments are started with pre-contaminated surfaces.
It would be beneficial to start the experiments from reproducible clean surfaces. It has been observed
that nitrogen purging with some load remaining helps to clean the surface from CO (Pérez, et al., 2014).
However, such S/S procedures may increase catalyst degradation on the anode or on the cathode.
1.4.22

The effect of contaminant dissolution in product water (wash-out)

The dissolution in the anode exhaust water is negligible for most of the contaminants, as shown by
Bender et al. (2009). However, in wet conditions, a significant amount of water can be exhausted by the
purge (Nikiforow, et al., 2013) and therefore the solubility in water cannot be neglected for the
contaminants that a have high Henry’s constant. The relevant contaminants in ISO 14687-2:2012
standard include ammonia, formic acid, formaldehyde and to a certain extent sulphur dioxide (total
sulphur).
The dissolution to the product water (purged water) may have a significant impact on the contamination
mitigation for those impurities, which are assumed to accumulate in the anode recirculation loop. The
fraction of the water leaving from the anode side as liquid water can be in the range of 5% of all exit
water (Nikiforow, Karimäki, Keränen and Ihonen, 2013).
In practice, the wash-out of the impurity will limit the maximum concentration of the impurity in the
recirculation loop. Most importantly, formic acid has a Henry's law constant for solubility in water (at
298.15 K) of about 5000, and for formaldehyde the Henry's law constant is about 5. In the case of formic
acid it seems obvious that enrichment in the recirculation loop will be limited due to removal by purged
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water. For formaldehyde removal by purged water may also have some significance, especially during
S/S, when FC system is cooled down.
In their recent paper, St-Pierre, Zhai and Angelo (2014) have discussed the importance of wash-out for
the selected airborne contaminants using Henry’s law constants. A similar analysis for the contaminants
on the anode side would be useful. In their model system approach, St-Pierre, Wetton, Zhai and Ge
(2014) further studied the wash-out and found out that dissociation reactions (e.g., SO2) further
pronounce the effect of contaminant washout.
1.4.23

The spatial distribution of the contaminant effect

The effect of contaminants has been studied only a few times using equipment for measuring current
distribution. Until 2011 these studies were reviewed by Pérez, Brandão, Sousa, and Mendes (2011). In
2012 Reshetenko, Bethune and Rocheleau published a study with a CO level of 2 ppm, which is such
that the data is usable for determining research needed to revise ISO 14687-2:2012. The work of
Reshetenko, Bethune and Rocheleau (2012) showed that there can be significant loss of the
electrochemical area during the measurements and this loss was inhomogeneous in the cell, being
larger at the exit of the cell (co-flow configuration).

1.5

The recommendations for the future hydrogen contamination research

1.5.1

The development of single cell measurements for contaminant studies

There is an urgent need for developing more a harmonised methodology for hydrogen and air impurity
studies. The most important issue is defining when measurements can be done with a single pass (open
anode) and when they must be done with fuel recirculation allowing similar fuel utilisation as in
automotive PEMFC systems (>99%).
Since the catalyst area on the anode has a tremendous importance on the contamination process, the
measurement of the anode catalyst area should be part of the standardised measurements protocols.
1.5.2

The development of recirculation set-up with small gas volume

The dynamics of impurity enrichment in the anode recirculation loop is dependent on the gas volume of
the recirculation loop. Since automotive PEMFC systems are volume optimised, the gas volume in the
anode recirculation loop is in the order of 0.1 dm3 per kW of FC stack power. This corresponds to 0.1-0.2
cm3 volume per cm2 membrane area.
In small research cells this value is very difficult to reach. For example in the study of Matsuda et al.
(2009), the volume of the recirculation loop for a 25 cm2 cell was 4.2 dm3, and in the study of Koski,
Pérez and Ihonen (2014) the volume was 0.3 dm3 for the same size (25 cm2) of cell.
However, the volume of the anode recirculation loop should be reduced to the level of 0.5-1 cm3 volume
per cm2 membrane area. With this volume the dynamics of enrichment are visible in the range of typical
user times (tens of minutes to 1-2 hours) of PEMFC automotive systems.
If recirculated gas is dried and humidity is added in the anode gas, then purity of the anode humidifier
water has very high requirements. In practice, well-performed degassing of the used humidifier water
used in the experiment is needed.
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1.5.3

The development of gas analysis from anode recirculation loop or anode exit

Measuring the enrichment of contaminants in the anode recirculation loop or anode exit is crucial
because it provides information about adsorption and reaction of impurities as well as information about
diffusion through the membrane (especially CO2).
Since the gas sampling is very difficult to perform without affecting the gas composition, it should be
done so that it disturbs the system operation as little as possible, while still providing useful information.
One of the critical issues is the drying of the gas before the analysis. If only contaminants with low water
solubility are analysed, then condensing of the water is sufficient. However, any remaining humidity must
be measured or gas should be dried further using a membrane drier.
If contaminants with very high water solubility, such as formic acid, are studied, then careful condensing
of the water and analysis of the product water can give valuable information about contaminant
accumulation.
If water soluble gases are analysed, then analysis should be performed from both gas and condensed
water. Alternatively, a membrane drier can be applied as done by Pérez et al. (2014).
1.5.4

The measurement of contaminant reactivity and reaction products

The reactivity of some of the most problematic contaminants (in terms of gas analysis) has not been
measured. These include formic acid and formaldehyde in particular. These both have a very weak, but
discernible poisoning effect (Zhang, et al., 2010; Narusawa, et al., 2003; Molter, 2011). However, the
limits for these contaminants are 0.2 ppm and 0.01 ppm in ISO 14687-2:2012, respectively. These low
limits are most probably due to the assumption of high enrichment in the anode recirculation loop, as the
poisoning coefficients have been determined to be 0.1 times and 0.004 times that of CO for formic acid
and formaldehyde, respectively (Narusawa, et al., 2003). If it is shown that these contaminants are
converted to CO2 or dissolved in water and removed during purge, then these limits could be changed.
1.5.5

The development of methodology to study recovery from poisoning due to desorption

Anode poisoning by sulphur is a difficult process to study. When the level of 4 ppb in the standard ISO
14687-2:2012 has been decided, it has probably been assumed that there will be a monolayer of sulphur
on the anode catalyst and the electrode loading is 0.05 mgcm-2, because the poisoning process is not
dependent on the concentration level but the total moles of contaminant fed in to the cell (Hashimasa,
Matsuda, Imamura and Akai, 2011).
However, numerous studies have shown that a large amount of sulphur can be desorbed from the anode
or cathode catalyst surface (Gould, et al., 2010; Imamura, et al., 2007; Imamura and Hashimasa, 2007).
The adsorption of sulphur is decreasing the electrochemically active area for hydrogen oxidation reaction
(HOR). However, it is also decreasing the available adsorption surface for carbon monoxide.
In one plausible scenario a significant part of the anode catalyst area is lost due to sulphur adsorption,
but this will not disturb the performance if CO-free hydrogen is used. However, as soon as there is
carbon monoxide in the fuel, then there will be a serious drop in the performance. In other words, the CO
tolerance of the anodes pre-contaminated by sulphur should be studied.
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The sulphur on the anode can originate from the fuel or from the air through cross-contamination
(Brosha, Rockward, Uribe and Garzon, 2010). When it originates from the hydrogen fuel it may or may
not be entering with high levels of carbon monoxide. The probability of simultaneous carbon monoxide
and sulphur poisoning is dependent on hydrogen the production and purification method. The same is
true for all other combinations of contaminants.
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2. A review of supplementary results of hydrogen fuel contamination
studies
In this Chapter some of the research studies are analysed in further detail in order to create strategy for
the contamination measurement studies in the HyCoRA project.

2.1

Sulphur contamination

Studying the impact of H2S is extremely challenging since a few ppb of H2S in hydrogen is sufficient to
severely poison the cell if the duration is long enough. The lowest reported concentrations are 20 ppb
(Knights, et al., 2005) and 10 ppb (Garzon et al., 2006). In these tests the duration of the measurement
is in the order of thousand hours or more. Since there are other sources of degradation, the use of a
parallel reference cell would be necessary in order to distinguish the effect of H2S from base level
degradation.
Rockward, Davey, Fernandez, and Garzon (2010) have measured 200-300 µV/h degradation with 4 ppb
sulphur level. The degradation rate is 2-3 higher than in the measurements of Knights el al. (2005) with
concentration of 20 ppb. This illustrated the difficulty of measurements with these low concentrations.
Clearly, measuring very low levels of sulphur poisoning is very challenging. In these measurements a
parallel cell working with pure H2 and otherwise similar conditions and cell components could be
recommended.
The detection of very low level H2S may also be difficult in the measurements. Wang et al have
developed a method for the detection of SO2 using the adsorption–desorption method (Wang, et al.,
2010).

2.1.1 Mechanism of the sulphur contamination
The pollution is due to the dissociation of H2S to 2H+, S and 2e- whose standard potential is 0.144
V/NHE in acidic solution. On Pt, it occurs at about 0.5 V/DHE to form a Pt-Sads species. The elemental
sulphur adsorbed on Pt blocks the catalyst, which prevents the HOR from occurring (Lopes, Paganin and
Gonzales, 2011). The activation energy for the adsorption of sulphur on Pt has been calculated to be
equal to 28.2 5.5 kJ/mol (Mohtadi, Lee and Van Zee, 2005). Shi, et al. (2007) showed that the H2S
dissociation reached a maximum at 0.4 V/DHE at 90°C, 0.5 V at 60°C and 0.6 V at 30°C. He also
showed that the desorption of Sads species starts at 0.8 V at 90°C, 0.9 V at 60°C and 1.0 V at 30°C. The
adsorption/desorption of sulphur are performed according to the following equations:

Because of the involved potentials, which are very high for the anode side, electrodesorption of Sads
species are almost impossible in the operation conditions of the PEMFC. Thus, the impact of H2S is not
reversible and no steady state is observed during H2S poisoning in normal operation condition.
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2.1.2 Effect of the temperature on the sulphur pollution
Working in a potentiostatic mode (0.6 V) on Pt, Mohtadi showed that an increase of temperature
accelerates the catalyst poisoning. In these conditions with 5 ppm H2S in H2, the Pt-S formation is 69%
lower at 50°C than at 90°C. These results are convenient with the H2S dissociation potential which is
lower at higher temperature, in other words H2S dissociation rate increase with temperature.
In galvanostatic mode, Shi, et al. (2007) showed that the lost of performance is faster at 35°C than at
90°C which seems to contradict the results of Mohtadi, Lee and Van Zee (2005). But in these operating
conditions the temperature of the cell can probably have an effect on the electrode potential. And an
increase of the anode potential is known to increase the Pt-Sads formation.
Noda et al have shown that the drop in performance of H2S under galvanostatic mode, is faster at 30°C
than at 80 °C.

2.1.3 Effect of the concentration on the sulphur pollution
An increase in the concentration of H2S in hydrogen accelerates the loss of performance of PEMFC.
In most of the studies the levels of H2S have been so high that the real dependency on the concentration
is difficult to determine. If all H2S is always adsorbed and adsorption is completely irreversible, then
degradation is dependent only on the total amount of H2S (or sulphur).
The results in the literature indicate that some very slow recovery can take place after poisoning
(Mohtadi, et al., 2003). This indicates that sulphur adsorption is not completely irreversible. It can be
expected that desorption of sulphur is temperature dependent and therefore the limit for H2S could be
increased if operation temperature of the fuel cell is increased.
There are very few fuel cell studies in which the exhaust concentrations of sulphur compounds are
measured. In the measurements of Imamura et al. it was detected that only part of the H2S or SO2 were
adsorbed and compounds could be detected from the exhaust (Imamura, et al., 2007). In addition, H2S
desorption could be detected after operating with neat hydrogen and switching the cell to open potential.
This also indicates that some desorption of suphur is possible to achieve. This also indicates it is
possible to achieve some desorption of sulphur.
In the measurements of Imamura, et al. (2007a) the measured level of sulphur at exhaust was tens of
percentage points of initial concentration. The impurity levels were 2 ppm and the gas utilization ratio for
fuel only 17%. These results seriously question the assumption that most of the sulphur (practically all) is
adsorbed and compounds are not enriched in the anode gas.
If this is true, then gas recirculation on the anode should also be applied in the research of sulphur
compounds. The repetition of measurements of Imamura et al. with much lower concentrations could
solve this issue.
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2.1.3 Mitigation strategies for the sulphur pollution
Unfortunately, the methods used to diminish the CO poisoning effect are (almost) useless in the case of
pollution by the H2S. For example, Mohtadi et al. (2003), showed that the use of a Pt-Ru alloy does not
improve the tolerance to H2S.
Recently, Lopes Paganin and Gonzales (2011) showed that the use of air bleeding could have a
beneficial impact on H2S tolerance but this is not as satisfying as for the CO poisoning.
In general, removal of sulphur is based on its conversion back to H2S or SO2 and desorption in
conditions in which adsorption is hindered. The promotion of adsorption can be done by applying high or
low electrochemical potential and possibly by changing the gas composition.
Electrochemical method
As the oxidation potential of sulphur that is adsorbed on Pt is too high to be reached in the PEMFC
operation conditions, the recovery of the initial performance of the cell after H2S poisoning requires
specific electrochemical procedure. Shi applied pulsed potential at 1.5 V for 20s follow by 0.2 V for 20s
for a single cell, the time is raised to 2 min in the case of a 10-cell stack (Shi, et al., 2007). During 10
poisoning-recovery cycles of a single cell, the initial performance was recovered after each cycle.
However, the poisoning effect increased with the number of cycles, which probably shows an irreversible
effect of the H2S poisoning or an impact of the recovery process on the cell due to too high potential
being applied.
This method of high potential oxidation may become more relevant for both anode and cathode if carbon
based catalyst supports can be replaced by metal oxides such as tungsten oxide (WO3), which tolerate
higher potentials without oxidation of the catalyst support.

Sethuraman and Weidner (2010) showed that CV between 50 and 1400 mV vs.DHE at 5 mV.s-1 allows
recovering the performance of the cell even if CO stripping experiment does not show the recovery of the
entire initial active surface area. They proposed the formation of 2 adsorbed species with one hard to
oxidize. The adsorption of this hard-to oxidize species is observed when the anode overpotential is
maintained at 500 mV during the poisoning step.
Another method to recover the performance of the PEMFC is to reduce the elemental sulphur adsorbed
on the catalyst in H2S. It is possible by applying at the anode a potential close to zero. In that case, the
following reaction is favoured:
S + 2H+ + 2eH2S
Imamura and Hashimasa (2007b) used hyper humidified gas at the anode to favour H2S desorption from
the catalyst.
Chemical method
In 2012, Zhai et al have shown that the impact of SO2 at the cathode led to plateau of the cell voltage
drop. The authors explain that this is due to the formation of H2O2 that in situ oxidize the adsorbed S
onto Pt. The formed SO42- is then released from the catalyst.
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More recently in 2014, Kakati and Kucernak report that the use of ozone (O3) allows the oxidation of the
S adsorbed species at the anode. The yield of cleaning is higher by using O3 than electrochemical
methods (CV).
The use of external H2O2 or O3 to clean an catalyst is hard to handle in a working system. However, it
seems that there could be internal mechanism that would help to move sulphur from the catalyst during
the start/stop phase where some jumps of electrode potential are sometimes observed.
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2.2

Multiple contaminants

In 2008, Dorn et al studied the impact of a mixture of toluene and CO on PEMFC performance (Dorn, et
al., 2008). They used a system equipped with a gas chromatography (GC) to identify and quantify the
gases present in the exhaust stream of the anode. When H2 containing 20 ppm of toluene was supplied
to the cell, a negligible overpotential of 8 mV is detected. At the exhaust no toluene only methyl
cyclohexane. This suggests that all the toluene was hydrogenated. The imbalance between the amount
of toluene entering the cell and the methyl cylohexane exiting the cell is attributed to a bad calibration of
the detector. When a mixture of toluene (20 ppm) and CO (2 ppm) was used, the anode overvoltage
reached 341 mV. It was only 241 mV with 2 ppm CO as the only impurity. The analysis of the exhaust
shows that the toluene is no longer hydrogenated at this anode potential. So the toluene might be
adsorbed on the catalyst, which increases the overpotential. The analysis of the exhaust gas also show
that at the steady state, a part of CO is not adsorbed on the catalyst, which can be explained by the
existence of equilibrium between the H2 adsorption and CO adsorption.
In 2006, Garzon, et al., tested the impact of a mixture of impurities, shown in the table below (Garzon, et
al., 2006). A voltage drop and an increase of high frequency resistance determined by EIS were
observed. The increase of high frequency resistance is due to the exchange of H+ by NH4+ in the
ionomer. The overvoltage is attributed by the adsorbed sulfur species. A CV made after 1000 hours of
operating clearly shows the poisoning by sulphur whereas the wave of CO oxidation is very small. The
presence of H2S seems to limit the adsorbtion of CO.
Composition of the mixture tested by Garzon et al.
Component
Hydrogen
Sulfur (as H2S)
CO
CO2
NH3

Level
> 99..9
10 ppb
0.1 ppm
5 ppm
1 ppm

In 2007, the same group (Rockward, et al., 2007) clearly demonstrated that the use of H2S tends to
diminish the effect of CO poisoning. For that, they performed CV of a cell feed with a mixture of H2S and
CO.
Jing et al have studied the impact of air impurities with a contaminant mixture (1 ppm SO2 and 1 ppm
NO2). The impact of the mixture was higher then the impact of 1 ppm NO2 only but lower than 1 ppm SO2
only. In that case NO2, which is reversibly adsorbed on Pt acts as a protective agent toward sulfur
pollution.
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2.3

Contamination by carbon monoxide

In 2012, Noda et al. have studied the use of MEA as an impurity sensor for CO, H2S and NH3. For that,
they have studied the voltage drop of MEA depending on the concentration of impurities, the
temperature and the current profile. They stated that the OCV has completely recovered from the CO
poisoning.
CO poisoning is a reversible process. As soon as the CO level is reduced or stopped there is a rapid
recovery of performance. It should be, however, noted that while most of the recovery takes place in
minutes, the last part from the recovery of serious poisoning takes several hours, as shown by Bonnet,
et al. (2010).
Recovery for Pt-catalyst is much more dependent on temperature than on the Pt-Ru, as shown by
Narusawa, et al. (2003).
Since the CO desorption rate as well as oxygen permeability (internal bleed) are increased with
temperature, CO coverage should decrease when the system is operated at low power (low CO in feed).
From the mitigation methods, the air bleed method also has a very rapid effect. Within minutes, most of
the CO is removed from the catalyst surface (Tingelöf, et al., 2008; Chung, Chen and Weng, 2009).
Both in the measurements of Tingelöf, et al. (2008) and Chung, Chen and Weng (2009), somewhat more
air bleed was needed for the recovery of steady-state performance However, in these measurements
the CO level is about two orders of magnitude higher than what is in standard ISO 14687-2:2012.
It would be of great interest to study air bleed of 0.1% level (or lower) together with ppm-level CO. Air
bleed could be in the same order of magnitude as “internal air bleed”. In this method the air bleed would
help in the beginning of the cell and would allow CO to adsorb but only to extend that it does not affect
cell performance (current distribution). In other words, partial bleeding would help to distribute the CO
more evenly and increase the amount of time before a more complete recovery process is needed.
Optimisation of air bleed in steady state conditions has been done for Pt-Ru catalyst by Du, Pollard and
Elter (2006). In their measurements, the temperature was only 65° C and the lowest concentration of CO
was 10 ppm.
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2.4

Cross-contamination issue

In 2011, J. Zhai et al studied the impact of the cross-over of SO2 from the cathode to the anode on the
performance of the PEMFC. It is reported that for the specified condition:
- cathode pressure: 0.1 MPa
- RH: 100% both sides
- Current: 500 mA/cm2 for 2 hrs
- Pt loading : 0.4mg/cm2 both sides
- membrane Nafion 212
- T 70°0C
- Flow: H2: 50 sscm, Air : 1000 sscm
The use of 15 ppm, 20 ppm and 30 ppm SO2/Air respectively lead to a loss of ECSA of 2%, 13%, 20%.
Only the impact of ECSA (determine by CV) are reported and the authors do not report the impact on the
cell voltage.
This result is outside of the scope of HyCoRA, as it deals with the cross contamination from the air to the
H2 side. However, it shows the feasibility for the impurities to cross the membrane to pollute the other
side. In literature, no study regarding the cross contaminant of sulphur species from the anode to the
cathode has been found.
In 2002, Qi, He and Kaufman studied the impact of a CO contamination on the anode and on the
cathode side. By using a synthetic reformate H2 (10 or 50 ppm CO/ 70 % H2/ 30% CO2) to feed a single
for stationary application (PtRu 0.6 mg/cm2 @ anode and Pt 0.4 mg/Cm2 @ cathode), they measure
overvoltages on both sides (270mV at the anode and 320 mV at the cathode @ 600 mA/cm2). Here, the
overvoltage represents the voltage difference under pure and polluted H2 in the same conditions. The
CV performed at the cathode shows CO oxidation peaks. The authors concluded here that the CO
contained in H2 could also poison the cathode. However, according to the study of Alavrez (2006), it is
known that the impact of CO is not homogenous along the hydrogen distribution channel. That creates
inhomogeneity in the MEA and could be responsible for a cathode overpotential increase. In these
conditions the MEA might have an accelerated degradation, which can lead to the formation of oxidized
species at the cathode which have the same signature as CO oxidation.
Considering the low concentration of CO in the H2, the inhibition of the cathodic active site by CO cross
over is highly unlikely.
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3. A review of analytical methods for measuring impurity levels in
automotive grade (ISO 14687-2:2012) hydrogen

The different methods advised by the standard ISO 14687-2:2012 for impurity determination in H2 are
described in the following table:

* Note: The specification for nitrogen and argon in ISO 14687-2:2012 is a sum of these impurities.

According to that table, there is currently no appropriate method to measure the formic acid
concentration in H2. However, for that family of small oxidized carbon species (HCOOH, HCOH, CO,
CH3OH), when H2 is produced by SMR (stem methane reforming) and purified by PSA (pressure swing
adsorption) carbon monoxide plays the role of a canary species. It means that if CO reaches the targets,
the other oxidized carbon molecules would reach the target too.
For the halogenated data, there is no current method that allows measurements of the total amount of
halogenatedspecies, as it is possible to do with sulphur. A better definition of the total halogenated
species is required to reduce the scope of halogenated impurities to quantify. Quantified chloride anion
could be a solution (Cl-). The impact of HCl has been studied by Li et al (2011), and it is reported that
only 1 ppm HCl in the anode stream could have a detrimental effect for automotive application (15% loss
in 60 hours).
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4. Strategy for experimental fuel cell research in HyCoRA project
Based on the results of the reviewed literature and experimental methods applied in those studies, it can
be concluded that there is a significant lack of data and understanding. The limits in standard ISO
14687-2:2012 are mostly based on insufficient experimental data. Therefore, conservative assumptions
have been applied. As a consequence, there are significant possibilities for the revision of the
contaminant limits.
When the effects of various individual contaminants are considered, then enrichment, conversion and
washout should be considered when planning the measurements. If the reaction product of the impurity
is also a contaminant, the analysis should include this product as well. The Figure 2 illustrates the
procedure.
This procedure is applicable only for the contaminants that poison the catalyst. In case the contaminant
poisons the membrane (NH3) or causes accelerated platinum dissolution (Cl-), the procedure becomes
more complicated.

Figure 2: The logical tree, when the effect of impurity is studied.
In the HyCoRA project the work has been started with CO as the main impurity to be studied during the
first 6 months. In addition, sulphur has been selected as a topic of interest. Based on the literature
review, these seem to be good choices, because there is a significant lack of data concerning the impact
of these impurities in real automotive systems, including start and stop.
It also seems possible that the limits of the less detrimental and less probable contaminants
formaldehyde (HCHO), formic acid (HCOOH) and ammonia (NH3) have been determined to be an order
of magnitude too high when all the effects of real FC system operation in FCEV are taken in to account.
These components could become topics of interest if the change of acceptable levels could make quality
assurance instrumentation less expensive.
In the following table the analysis of this review is summarised as a strategy for experimental fuel cell
research in the HyCoRA project.
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Impurity

Total nonhydrogen
gases
Water (H2O)
Total
hydrocarbons
(C1 basis)
Helium (He)
Total nitrogen
(N2), argon
(Ar)
Oxygen (O2)

Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

Carbon
monoxide (CO)

Total sulphur
compounds

Level in
ISO
146872:2012 in
ppm(v)

Issue(s), known and unknown
in gas analysis and catalyst
and/or membrane poisoning

Strategy in
HyCoRA fuel cell
research

Possible
consequences
concerning 146872:2012

No issues

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Analyse risk of
existence for
relevant impurities,
if any.

Some specific
hydrocarbons may
need their own limit.

300

No issues
Issues largely unknown. The
existence of hydrocarbons (excl.
CH4, HCHO, HCOOH) depends
on the hydrogen production and
purification method.
No issues

N/A

N/A

100

No issues

N/A

N/A

No issues
The importance of reverse water
gas shift (RWGS) in FCEV
conditions is largely unknown.
The combined effect of sub-ppm
level CO and 10-500 ppm CO2
is unknown.
What is the acceptable level
when taking into account the real
automotive drive cycle including
start and stop (S/S) effects?

N/A

N/A
More precise info
about CO level. The
benefit of in-situ
filtering of enriched
CO2 could be
quantified.

300
5

2

5

2

0,2

0.004

Formaldehyde
(HCHO)

0.01

Formic acid
(HCOOH)

0.2

Ammonia
(NH3)

0.1

Total
halogenated
compounds

0.05

Maximum
particulates
concentration

1
mg/kg(H2)

What is the acceptable level
when desorption and washout
are taken into account?
What is the acceptable level
when possible conversion to
HCOOH and washout are taken
into account?
What is the acceptable level
when possible conversion to
CO2 and washout are taken into
account?
What is the acceptable level
when washout is taken into
account?
What is the importance of
conversion to other component
and washout for possible
halogenated compounds?
N/A

Quantify RWGS
with low loadings.
Quantify combined
effect of CO and
CO2.
Quantify CO (0.5-5
ppm) effect with
S/S and expected
drive cycles.
Contaminate cell
with sulphur and
measure
desorption/washout
.

The level of CO could
be increased 2-5
times.
The level of total
sulphur compounds
could be increased
tenfold.

Quantify effect with
conversion and
washout.

The level of HCHO
could be increased
tenfold or even more.

Quantify effect with
conversion and
washout.

The level of HCOOH
could be increased
tenfold or even more.

Quantify long-term
effect with washout.

The level of NH3 could
be increased 2-5
times.

Quantify long-term
effect with
conversion and
washout.

The levels could be
determined for some
specific halogenates.

N/A

N/A

